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ABSTRACT 

Current research into the development of additive layer costs shows that this technology is economical in producing 

small batches with ongoing centralized manufacture; however improved automation may contribute to cost efficiency 

in distributed manufacturing. Due to the difficulty of which additive production costs are calculated, the reach of the 

current studies is small. Many of today's studies analyze single-part development. Many that look at assemblies prefer 

not to look at the impact of the supply chain, such as inventory and shipping prices and lower probability of 

interruption. Analysis currently also shows that the expense of content is a significant part of the cost of a commodity 

made using additive layer. Technologies may, therefore, also be compatible, with two technologies being implemented 

side by side and advantages larger than if independently adopted. Growing usage of additive processing may 

contribute to a decrease in raw material costs through saving in scale. This could result in further implementation of 

additive layer processing through the decreased cost of the raw material. The expense of raw materials will often save 

on a scale if specific materials are more popular than a host of other materials. The production method for additive 

layers is still a significant cost driver, but this cost has decreased continuously. The average price dropped 51% 

between 2001 and 2011 after inflation changes. 

Keywords: Layer manufacturing, metal tools, 3D printing, modeling, rapid, fabricated metal. 

 

I. Introduction 

AM has increased energy in India over the last 

few years in manufacturing technologies for 

India. AM is making strides in the usage of 

additive layer technology and its success is 

growing with 3D printers beginning to decline 

in rates owing to strong rivalry on the Indian 

market. Additive layer development from the 

removal of human organs to the printing of 

footwear and chocolates and much else on the 

market. Additive layer processing goods join 

all unexplored markets more and more. The 

output boundary of additive layers is infinite 

and is able to manufacture goods correctly in 

all industries [1]. The medical applications are 

introduced, lightweight goods are broad-scale 

commercial applications and the cost of 

development decreases. The Additive Layer 

Manufacturing Society of India (AMSI) is an 

organization that functions as a technical 

organization within society and seeks to 

facilitate additive layer processing technology 

and 3D printing. India's additive-layer 

manufacturing business also funds researchers, 

suppliers, institutes and association of 

scientific production, 3D designers and 

additive-layer technology. The additive layer 

manufacturing society of India's 2020 vision is 

to place a 3D printer in every India educational 

institution [2]. 

II. Data Analysis and Validation 

Latest studies on the production costs of 

additive layers shows that this technology is 

economically cost productive for 

manufacturing small batches with continued 

centralized produce. Because of the complexity 

of calculating the processing costs for external 

layers, the reach of ongoing studies is limited. 

Many of the existing studies look at single-

piece output, and the assembly studies do not 

discuss supply chain consequences, such as 

inventory and transport costs along with 

reduced supply interruption threats. Analysis 

also indicates at present that manufacturing 

prices reflect a large proportion of the expense 

of a commodity manufactured with additives. 

Technology may also be compatible when two 

innovations are implemented side by side, with 

better advantages than independently adopted. 

Growing implementation of the output of 

additive layer may result in reduced cost of raw 

materials by saving scale [3]. A further 

adoption of additive technology could then 

result in reduced cost to the raw material. 

Scale-saving costs for raw materials can often 

arise as unique materials become more popular 

rather than a vast variety of different materials. 

A variety of dynamic variables minimize the 
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expense of manufacturing additives, such as 

construction orientation, the usage of 

envelopes, build time, consumption of 

resources, product design and work. The basic 

orientation of the component in the 

construction room will contribute to an 

improvement in energy consumption of up to 

160%. Furthermore, the complete usage of the 

building chamber greatly decreases per unit 

expense [3, 4]. 

III. Result Formulation and Discussion 

A. Production and cost effectiveness of 

additive layer manufacturing 

1) Additive layer manufacturing Costs and 

Benefits 

The cost of output can be classified in two 

distinct forms, as stated in Young (1991)14. 

The first concerns certain "well-structured" 

costs such as labour, supplies and equipment 

costs. The second is "unstructured costs," 

including those linked to building collapse, 

system installation and inventory. The 

emphasis in the literature appears to be more 

placed on well-structured additive layer 

manufacturing costs than on unstructured 

expense; nevertheless, the badly structured 

costs which mask some of the major benefits 

and cost savings in additive layer 

manufacturing. It may also be helpful to 

recognize the output of additive layer in lean 

production. 

2)  Product Enhancements and Quality 

While the expense of additive manufacturing is 

the subject of the study, it is necessary to 

remember that the utilization of this technology 

results in product changes and quality 

disparities. There is more geometric 

independence in the manufacture of additive 

layers and it allows more flexibility; 

nevertheless, there are restrictions that some 

designs need support systems and means to 

dissipate heating into output 45. Each 

commodity produced may be personalized at 

little to no expense, with the exception of 

design costs. Customized implant repair 

devices, dental work and hearing aids are still 

importantly required in the medical sector.46 

There is still the option for consumers to 

develop or customize their goods. However, 

quality safety is one of the issues with additive 

development. Standard methods are currently 

required to measure and maintain precision, 

surface finishing and detail to achieve the 

desired quality of the part [5]. 

B. Cost Models and Comparisons 

1) Two Major Contributions to Additive 

layer manufacturing Cost Modeling 

Two expense models attract substantial focus 

in the manufacture of additives: 1) Hopkinson 

and Dickens (2003) and 2) Ruffo et al (2006a). 

Hopkinson and Dickens measure the cost of 

chemicals generated in the production sector 

based on the average cost for each component 

and three other assumptions: 1) one form of 

piece is made by the device over a one-year 

period; 2) overall quantities are used; and 3) 

machinery functions for 90% of the time. The 

study comprises of labor expenses, material 

costs and equipment. Additional considerations 

such as electricity usage and leasing of room 

were included but added less than 1% of the 

costs. By dividing the overall cost by the total 

number of pieces generated over the year, 

average partial cost is determined [6]. The 

expense of the equipment, labour costs and 

material costs can be broken down. These costs 

are measured using stereolithography, fused 

deposition simulation and laser sintering, for 

two sections, a lever and a cover. Show a cost 

overview for the heel that indicates that laser 

friction was the cheapest method for the 

manufacture of additive coating for this 

component in this study. The process costs 

played a crucial role in the expense of stereo 

and fused deposition models while the material 

costs added greatly to laser sintering. The 

annual cost of machines per part, which 

depress the entire system after eight years, is 

determined by Hopkinson and Dickens, and 

applies to the depreciation costs per year 

(divided by machines and auxiliary equipment 

8) and machine repair costs per year divided by 

output volumes [7,8]. The effect is a cost per 

variable, as seen in Figure 3, which is constant 

over time. A contrast with injection molding is 

also shown in the figure. Ruffo et al. measure 

the expense of processed additives using a 

cost-based operation model where each cost is 

related to a real activity. They generate the 

same level as the selective laser without 

Hopkinson and Dickens. In 
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Fig 1: Cost Model Compared to Injection 

Molding [7] 

Their model is the amount of raw material 

costs and indirect costs for a construction, the 

net costs of it (C). Prices (Pmaterial), calculated 

in euros per kilogram, compounded by mass of 

kilograms, are the raw material prices (M). The 

indirect costs are determined by multiplying 

the cumulative construction period (T) by the 

cost rate (Pindirect). The actual cost of a building 

is then seen as: 

𝐶 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑀 + 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝑇 

The cost of a construction (C), separated by the 

amount of parts concerned, is measured as the 

overall costs of the construction. In 

comparison, Ruffo et al. show that the key 

factors in the costing model are time and 

materials. The computer was expected to 

operate for 50 weeks/year 100 hours a week 

(57 percent utilization). Indicates the average 

indirect costs per hour. Figure 4 displays the 

expense model and the net cost. There are three 

separate times determined by Ruffo et al. 

model: I 'time to scan the segment and its edge 

for sintering;' (iii)' time to add powder layers;" 

(iv) time to heat the bed prior to scanning and 

test it steadily, add the powder or simply wait 

for the correct temperature.' The model Ruffo 

et al. has the dental form of a jagged saw, 

because of the influence of a new line, sheet or 

structure. Every time one is introduced, 

average costs irregularly rise due to raw 

material and process time usage 

Table 1: Indirect Cost Activities [8]. 
Activity Cost/hr (€) 

Production Labor/Machine hour 7.99 

Machine Costs 14.78 

Production Overhead 5.90 

Administrative Overhead 0.41 

 

 
Fig 2: Cost Model for Additive 

Manufacturing [8] 

 

 
             Fig 3: Cost Model Comparison [8] 

 

The lever cost is measured at 1600 pieces at 

€2,76 per piece compared with €2,20 for laser 

sintering in Hopkinson and Dickens. The 

discarded content has also been recycled by 

Ruffo et al. The cost per unit was EUR 1.86 in 

this study. 

Many costs analyses presume that one element 

is repeatedly produced; nevertheless, the 

capacity to manufacture multiple components 

simultaneous is one of the advantages of the 

additive layer production. Thus, a "intelligent 

mix" of components may result in lower costs. 

In a single component output, the overall cost 

for a construction is divided by the amount of 

materials, but at the same time the cost of the 

various components being constructed is more 

complex. Three costing methods for costing 

estimation are contrasted by Ruffo and Hague 
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(2007). The first step is focused on the volume 

of components 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑖
=  

𝑉𝑃𝑖

𝑉𝐵
 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵  

Where 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑖 = cost of part i 

𝑉𝑃𝑖 = volume of part i 

𝑉𝐵 = volume of the entire build 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵 =  
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
 𝑡𝑥𝑦 + 𝑡𝑧 + 𝑡𝐻𝐶 +

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑚𝐵 

𝑚𝐵 = mass of the planned production 

proportional to the object volumes, and the 

time to manufacturing the entire build  

𝑡𝑥𝑦 = time to search the segment with the 

sintering powder boundary 

𝑡𝑧 = Period for inserting powder layers  

𝑡𝐻𝐶 = During the scanning and refreshing of 

the bed after scanning and inserting powder 

layers  

𝑖 = an index from one to the amount of 

components 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵 The C from above is still the same, 

which is a build's overall expense. The second 

approach is based on the construction expense 

of a single item as seen as follows: 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑖
=

𝛾𝑖 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵
𝑛𝑖

 

Where 

𝛾𝑖 =
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑖

∗ + 𝑛𝑖

  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑗

∗ ∗ 𝑛𝑗 𝑗

 

I is also the index of the component measured, 

j is the index of all components produced on 

the same bed and neither is the number of 

components defined by I and Cost Pi € TM s is 

the cost of one component I determined using 

the earlier equation of C. The third solution is 

focused on the expense of a big component. 

This is identical to the second process, with 

just a high number of parts rather than a single 

component, the cost variables in Ţi estimated. 

The following are represented: 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑖
=

𝛾𝑖
∞ ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵

𝑛𝑖
 

Where 

𝛾𝑖
∞ =

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑖

∞ + 𝑛𝑖

  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑗

∞ ∗ 𝑛𝑗  𝑗

 

Where 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑖 ∞ is an imaginary number of the 

fabricated components I that reaches infinity. 

For the feasibility of the estimation of the cost 

per component, Ruffo and Hague use a case 

study. The findings show that the only "fair 

assignment method" is the third type. The two 

others are shown to be ineffectual, since the 

expected cost of larger components is 

decreased dramatically at the expense of 

smaller components. 

C. Additive layer manufacturing 

Complete advantage the aim at the business 

level is to increase benefit, but several 

stakeholders must recognize the costs and 

advantages at social level. At this step, the goal 

may be to mitigate the usage of resources and 

increase usefulness. Dollar prices are affected 

by several factors like scarcity, regulations and 

costs of education which affect the efficiency 

of allocation of resources [9]. The allocation of 

resources is an important concern, but 

recognizing the social effect of additive layer 

output involves distinguishing problems of the 

allocation of resources from the problems of 

resource usage. Development considerations 

are usually known as land (i.e. natural 

resources), labour, capital and 

entrepreneurship; but capital does require 

machines and equipment produced of land and 

labour themselves. In addition, the time, as 

seen in many business strategies debates, is a 

major factor in the development of all products 

and services. Thus, property, labour, human 

resources, entrepreneurship and time may be 

called the most fundamental elements of 

development. Human capital and 

entrepreneurship in the development of 

additives are significant, but these are 

complicated problems that are not at the heart 

of the study [10]. The remainder of the article’s 

property, labour and time are the major 

manufacturing costs. It is necessary to 

remember that there is a time-work balance, as 

seen in Figure 6. It is calculated in working 

hours per hour. For eg, constructing a house 

takes hundreds of individuals fewer than 

building a house takes. It can also be 

remembered that there is also a time/work/land 

trade-off (i.e. natural resources), as seen in 

Figure 4. A system will, for example, minimize 

time and time. 
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Fig 4: Time and Labour Needed to Produce 

a Manufactured Product [10] 

 

 
Fig 5: Time, Labour, and Natural Resources 

Needed to Produce a Manufactured Product 

[10] 

 

Number of people available for production 

however more energy is used. In the diagram, 

the triangular plane is possible to generate a 

finished commodity with a combination of 

ground, labour and time. It is just a shift in 

resource usage to drive about this aeroplane. 

By either shifting resources or reducing output 

resources, a business may increase benefit. 

Movement through the aviation plants as 

shown in Figure 4 may contribute to more 

successful resourced allocation for a business 

and for society. If you also analyze the costs 

and advantages of a commodity or method 

from a social point of view, it is clear that 

property, labour and processing time must be 

calculated to see if the mix of energy necessary 

for manufacturing a product has been 

minimized [11]. If additive layer output 

contributes to a decline in production capital, 

the aircraft is pushed towards the origin, as 

seen in Figure 5. 

 

 

D. Implementation and Adoption of 

Additive Manufacturing 

Additive layer processing is radically different 

from conventional processes; it is also a task in 

and of itself to decide how and when to profit 

from the advantages of additive layer 

production. Furthermore, development is 

optimized utilizing the conventional 

approaches by manufacturing sector. It is 

complicated and challenging to classify items 

that profit from enhanced uncertainty or are 

rendered near to customers or understand their 

effect on inventory since it influences variables 

that are difficult to quantify [12]. 

E. Adoption of Additive layer 

manufacturing 

Some of the factors influencing the 

implementation of additive layer processing 

technologies may be identified by the use of 

current papers and texts, but through the 

compilation of additional evidence such 

questions cannot be substantiated. Surveys can 

also be used to test a modern technology's 

views of a manufacturer or consumer, but this 

is also an intense capital operation. In order to 

predict potential adoptions in the additive 

sector, Thomas (2013) utilizes domestic unit 

sales [13]. The increase of revenue can be 

generalized to an exponential curve with the 

least squares criterion reflecting conventional 

logistic S-curve of technology diffusion by 

utilizing the amount of domestic unit sales. 

Mansfield introduced the most commonly 

known model of technical diffusion: 

P (t) = 𝑓 𝑥 =   𝑎𝑛 cosα
𝑛𝜋𝑥

𝐿
+

∞

𝑛=1

𝑏𝑛 sinβ
𝑛𝜋𝑥

𝐿
  

Where  

(𝑡) = the number of possible consumers 

adopting the latest technologies on time t;  

𝛼 = location parameter; and  

𝛽 = Shape parameter (𝛽> 0).  

The proportion of potential units sold by time t 

is expected to be close to the proportion of 

possible consumers who have embraced the 

new technologies by time t in order to analyze 

additive manufacturing. When looking at 

exports in the market, it is thought a production 

product additive layer constitutes a set amount 

of gross profits. Comparable to unit purchases, 

the revenue would rise. Based on 2011 results, 
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the proportion used was determined. α and β 

parameters are determined using the average 

annual revenue regression between 1988 and 

2011 on additive layer development systems in 

the U.S. Device revenues in the US are 

calculated as a percentage of global sales. This 

approach gives some knowledge regarding the 

latest development in the usage of processing 

technologies for additives. Regrettably, the 

potential market saturation amount for additive 

manufacturing is poorly known, i.e. it is not 

obvious which percent of the related 

manufacturing sectors can manufacture parts 

utilizing additive layer manufacturing 

technology as compared to traditional 

technologies [14,15]. A changed model of 

Mansfield is adopted by Chapman to deal with 

this problem: 

𝑝 (𝑡) = 𝜂 / 1+e
α-βt 

Where, 𝜂 = Business level in percent 

saturation. 

Since μg is unclear, the range of the related 

production shipments as seen in Table 2 ranges 

between 0.15% and 100%. 0.15 percent is 

based on an expected Wohlers revenue 

turnover of 8 years, equal to $3.1 billion in 

business openings and 0.15 percent saturation 

of the market in 2011. The table indicates the 

additive layer output at this stage is projected 

to hit 50% in 2018 and 100% in 2045. A more 

plausible scenario appears to suggest that the 

output of additive layers will have a market 

saturation of between 5 and 35%. At these 

stages, the output of additive layers will exceed 

50% of the demand capacity between 2031 and 

2038 whereas between 2058 and 2065 touching 

100%, as seen in Table 2. Between 2029 and 

2031 the market will hit 500 billion dollars and 

between 2031 and 2044 100 billion dollars. As 

seen in Figure 8, it is possible that the 

manufacturing of the additive layer is on the 

extreme left side of the diffusion curve and it is 

impossible to foresee future patterns. The 

figure indicates the diffusion for each stage of 

concentration on the sector, except for the 

0.50% and 0.15%, presented in table 2 as these 

are too limited to include in this map [16, 17]. 

 

Table 2: Forecasts of U.S. Additive layer manufacturing Shipments by Varying Market 

Potential [16]. 
Market Potential 

Relevant 

manufacturing (% 

of shipments) 

Market 

Potential 

Shipments 

($billions 

2011) 

Approximate 

Year 100% of 

Market 

Potential 

Reached 

Approximate 

Year 50% 

market 

Potential 

Reached 

 

 

R
2 

100.00 $2058.9 2069 2042 0.948 

75.00 $1544.2 2068 2041 0.948 

50.00 $1029.5 2067 2039 0.948 

45.00 $926.5 2066 2039 0.948 

40.00 $823.6 2066 2038 0.948 

35.00 $720.6 2065 2038 0.948 

30.00 $617.7 2065 2037 0.948 

25.00 $514.7 2064 2037 0.948 

20.00 $414.8 2063 2036 0.948 

15.00 $308.8 2062 2035 0.948 

10.00 $205.9 2061 2033 0.948 

5.00 $102.9 2058 2031 0.948 

1.00 $20.6 2052 2025 0.949 

0.50 $10.3 2050 2023 0.949 

0.15 $3.1 2048 2018 0.950 
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Fig 6: Forecasts of U.S. Additive layer 

manufacturing Shipments, by Varying 

Market Saturation Levels [16]. 

 

F. Responsible Innovation and Ethical value 

in AM 

Manufacturing is mainly concerned with risk 

control and accountability for shareholders 

with various management backgrounds, 

compliance with both laws and regulation of 

financial risks in the interests of shareholders. 

The quest, collection and implementation of 

ethical judgments are less important, but are 

focused on lower funding risks and on finding 

optimum marketing achievements. Due to 

ethical decision-making, the consequences on 

the world and community are beneficial and 

detrimental. Responsible innovation is an 

interactive, open process, with ethical 

consideration, in which multiple players and 

innovators collectively assume responsibility 

each other [18]. In specific, the controversy 

indicates that the development context 

influences moral judgement and personal 

beliefs, personal honesty and variables 

influencing any stage and taking into 

consideration their integrity. Thus, debate now 

contributes to a more proficient manufacturer's 

recognition of the legal, ethical issues, an 

appraisal of cost-benefit companies and the 

implementation of responsible interventions 

with an effect on personal and corporate 

decision-making method. This next issue 

explains how to communicate with all the 

parties participating in the production process 

to an appreciation of their roles, desires and 

responsibilities and responsible ethics issues at 

the various levels of manufacturers' 

organizations [19, 20]. 

IV. Conclusion 

This paper concluded with a special reference 

to the RRI system, proposing some guidelines 

for the potential strategy for the additive 

development sector in India. The study's aim is 

to explore the reasons that inspire 

entrepreneurs to implement additive 

manufacturing and how it functions as a 

responsible innovation. The research often 

looks at particular opportunities and obstacles 

in the phase of adaptation, and identifies some 

market models that lead to sustainable 

innovation. The explanations why responsible 

creativity is established are the growth of the 

organization's common interest and its lack of 

arrangements. The visionaries and the 

corporation now and then play an important 

role in the national improvement. In this case, 

interact with key players in Responsible 

Innovation in the innovation mechanism 

throughout the fieldwork. It is necessary to talk 

to players because Faulkner (2009) argued that 

regulatory and socio-political forces are 

influenced and developed by technological 

developments which render it a joint 

dependence. That's it. Responsible innovation 

and the discursive and political trends 

surrounding it may also be the product of 

commentary on previous regulatory and 

management problems posed by technology, as 

well as emerging technical transition and 

innovation conditions and technology's 

position in society. 

V. Recommendation for Further Research 

The legislative system and the infrastructure 

that allow ethics considerable in additive 

manufacturing can be generated by 

policymakers. If new innovations are to be 

implemented wisely, so that the social and 

ethical issues mentioned above can be 

recognized and solved, an accountability 

creation framework and infrastructure needs to 

be built. The policymaker’s proposal focuses 

on the need to standardize critical discussions 

and enable current society and different 

partners to engage in a community approach 

and also a group with expertise at the substance 

level. Such a conference is essential to ensure 
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that careful change covers unique special 

preferences and viewpoints as well as 

representing broader public interests. The 

identification of other intersections of the liable 

Indian invention requires or defines a certain 

feature of technical characteristics.  
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